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Subject: [judicial] Caryn Ann Harlos Appeal

 

I hope this finds you well.

 

As a person who's been associated with the LP since the mid-90's, I listened with great interest last weekend to Caryn Ann Harlos
appeal of suspension.  Before I express a couple concerns of the LNC's case against Ms. Harlos, I do want to commend the
Judiciary Committee for their cool-headed handling of the particulars.  Given that, I have some concerns about the LNC's position
towards Ms. Harlos:

 

1) Ms. Harlos spoke of many charges without documentation.  In subsequent rebuttal, it didn't seem any further documentation was
offered, simply loose references to interpretations of what had been heard or already discussed.  In manufacturing quality assurance
we have a saying, "If it isn't documented it didn't happen".  That credo may be a bit dismissive in this case, but it's no less
meaningful.

 

2) Very frankly speaking, the crux of the complaints seemed to be due to hurt feelings.  As Ms. Harlos pointed out, no examples cited
indicated an attack on "protected status", rather, they were a challenge of how well roles & responsibilities were being carried out. 
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Members of the LNC are public figures; criticism of their public performance should absolutely be fair game, especially if the criticism
comes from their cohorts.

 

3) The LNC invoking the NAP regarding Ms. Harlos comments was particularly chilling.  We are not the DNC - a party that that
seems to enjoy sowing division by expressing fake outrage at the latest offensive word of the day.  Nor are we the GOP - a party that
questions your patriotism if you don't agree with their statements.  The Libertarian Party is "The Party of Principle" and free speech
should be one of our paramount planks.  To twist the NAP in such a way as to suppress free speech would simply make us "The
Party of Status Quo".

 

As a long-time party member who's had some concerns about the direction of the party I respectfully request the Judicial Committee
to grant Ms. Harlos' appeal and let a woman who has represented the best of the LP to continue to set an example for those who
would simply make us the GOP version 2.0   

 

Thank you for your consideration.

 

Sean Campbell

Staunton Virginia        
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  In Liberty, 

  LNC Secretary in Exile, 561.523.2250 
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